Demystifying the Spiritual Dimensions

VIDEO SESSION 4

TOPICS AND QUESTIONS

1. How many days does it take to form a habit?

2. What does it take to see the Kingdom of God and what is “the Water and the Spirit”?

3. What are the three things we learn to focus on as children that remove us from our “make-believe” or “spiritual dimension”?

4. Where does the Glory of God reside?

5. What is the difference between the “Spirit” and “spirit”?

6. When and how did the soul separate from Man’s spirit?

7. What is the greatest fear of man that Christ destroyed?

8. What percentage of an atom is matter?

9. Where do time, gravity, thoughts, emotions, and imagination reside?

10. Where are the ocean of potentials, glory, and resurrection and how do we reconnect our spirit to that place?

11. What keeps us going around in circles?

12. What produces the act of staying in a “loop?” OR what produces our “state of being”?

13. Explain in your own words, what Jesus meant by being “Born Again”.

14. What makes us believe the material realm is more real than the spiritual?

We want you to get our book “Immersed In Him” and watch our Immersed In Him video series.